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ABSTRACT

Experiments have been carried out to observe fire plume interactions of free-standing equi-distant

identical fires in3x3 and 5x5 square arrays interms ofplume dynamics and fire whirls at various inter-fuel pan

distances, and also to measure and record the corresponding bum-out times of individual fires in the arrays

from ignition relative to that of a single free-standing fire which isused as a reference. The difference in the

burn-out times ofanyfire ina given array from thereference fire isanindication ofhow fire plume interaction

affects theaverage bumrateofthatfire. It isobserved thatflame interactions depend strongly on the fuel-pan

spacings. Ananalysis of the empirical dataon theburn-out times of individual fires, expressed in termsof an

interaction index, shows different extents of interactions at various fire locations in the array and also at

different distances between adjacent fuel pans. Similarities anddifferences ininteractions between the3x3and

5x5 fire arrays have also been noted.
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NOMENClATURE

A(m,n)

ABOT(m)

BOTR

D

I(m)

m,n

dimensionless interaction link between fires mandn

average burn-out time, [sec]

burn-out timeofreference single fire, [sec]

inter-fuel pandistance or fuel-pan spacing, [m]

Interaction Index offire m ina given array

location offire inarray
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IN1RODUCTION

In the infamous 1923 Tokyo Earthquake in Japan, large multiple fires were found to be common

occurrences and were often accompanied by destructive fire whirls In one instance, for example, more

than 35,000 lives were lost to the fire at about the same time in a large localized open area in the Tokyo

Earthquake. Therefore, the study of the dynamics of suchmultiple fires is important to enable us to gain
insight to the physical conditions under which such destructive phenomena could occur, so that counter

measures canperhaps bedeveloped to limit theextent of/oss oflives andproperty damages.

Unfortunately, paststudies ineither multiple fires or fire whirls arequite limited. In the areaof multiple

fires, Putman andSpeich [1]measured the increase inflame heights fordifferent arrangement ofa number of

multiple fires based on effective point sources, andonly jet flames, however, were considered. Thomas et al

[2] considered themerging offlames whentwo fires wereplaced side byside inthe range of short flames and

obtained a dimensionless correlation equation relating the merged flame height to the fire spacing. It was

found that flame interactions ofthe neighboring fires were responsible for this relationship. Firewhirls, on

the other hand, can be generated naturally by placing a free-standing fire in a square enclosure with

symmetrical comergaps, through which the entrainment flow comes into the enclosure tangential to the fire,

thus triggering fire whirls [3]. It was shown that this triggering was essentially a hydrodynamic phenomena

where thewhirl was generated byimparting an angular momentum to the fire plume. This conclusion was

more recently substantiated byfield-model numerical simulations [4].

Fromthese limited studies, it canbe readily appreciated that the dynamics of multiple fires interms of

enhanced burning in a given urban locale would depend strongly on the mutual interactions among

neighboring fires due to radiation interchange, combustion, and interacting entrainment flows, and the

presence of fire whirls triggered by fire-induced entrainment flows through inter-building spaces and other

obstacles, whichevidently set up sufficient strong shear-flow fields conducive to thegeneration ofwhirls. The

present study on multiple fires hasbeen motivated bythese likely scenarios inlarge urban fires andtheneed to

study systematically howthefires interact andreinforce oneanother to generate suchlarge destructive forces

Since the real phenomena are extremely complex, there is a need to simplify the problems that could be

studied so that we canbuild up our knowledge and physical insight to such phenomena instages until we car.

finally approach thereal fires directly. A series ofexperiments inthepresent study have beencarried out inthe

laboratory on the effects ofan imposed shear-flow fields and fuel-pan spacings on the burning ofarrays 0:'

square equi-<listant fires to simulate an urban fire scenario. Theresults ofthedynamics andinteractions oftwo

free-standing arrays of suchfires without the imposed shear-flow fields, one 3x3 fire array and the other, a

5,0 fire array, will be presented inthis paper, while the effects of the imposed shear-flow fields on the same

fire arrays will be given ina subsequent paper. Emphasis will be placed on experimental observations of the

group andindividual fire dynamics and on an empirical analysis of the bum-out data ofindividual fires in the

arrays to gain insight as to thereIarive extent oftheinteractions between pairs ofthefires within the arrays.

EXPERIMENfALOBSERVATIONS OFMULTIPLE-FIRE ARRAYS

As pointed out above, this paperpresents, among others, experimental observations ofthedynamics c:
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free-standing 3x3 and 5x5 square fire arrays without anyimposed shear-flow fields from ignition to the final

bum-out ofall the fires. For simplifying the test conditions, allfires originated from identical steel circular fuel

pans, 7.5 em in diameter and 5 em in height, and 26 grams in weight. Each pan was filled with 82 grams of

the sameliquid fuel n-heptane to the full depth All experiments on both arrays were carried out in a high

ceiling open laboratory building with ceiling exhaust vents, which is very large compared to the area of the

largest array tested, and all doors to the building were closed during the tests. As a point of reference, a
corresponding single free-standing fire of the sameconfiguration with the samefuel burns veryclosely to 25

minutes from ignition to burn-out at a burning rateofabout3.4grams!rnin, except at the very beginning with

a burning rateof 3.0 grams!min and inthe final minute at a rateof2.0 grams/min The essential parameter in

the tests was the inter-fuel pandistance D, which isknownto bea significant parameter inthe phenomena of

merging fires [1,2] andvaried between 0.1 m to 1.5 m for bothtest arrays Each test wasvideo-taped isits

entirety from ignition to complete burn-out witha continuous record of elapsing times, so that the burn-out

time foreach individual fire could be accurately determined It isclear thatthis burn-out time isdirectly related

to an average burning rate for that individual fire. Another advantage of the video-tape recording isthatany

specific passing event, however brief was also recorded. A good example is the occurrence of fire whirls.
It mayalso be mentioned that for a greatmajority ofthe tests, the fuel ina separate and remotely placed fuel

pan was also ignited at the sametime and continued to bum along with those in the array, so that it was

possible to noteanydeviation of the bum-out time fromtheaverage ofl,500 sec(25 minutes) in a given test.

Thesimple geometries of the two fire arrays are schematically shown inFigure 1,inwhich eachfire ina given

array islabeled bya numeral forpurposes ofidentification inthediscussions.
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(a) 3x3FireArray (b) 5x5 Fire Array

Figure 1 Schematic TestFireArrays with Numerals Identifying Individual Fires

Before observations of the fire tests in both square fire arrays are descnbed, it is instructive to note

several anomalies that OCQl1Ted in thetests. Themostimportant isthattheoretically eacharray inFigure 1

possesses several inherent symmetries in the fire behaviors, provided thatnothing in thelaboratory space or in

the testprocedure would disrupt suchsymmetries For instance, all the corner fires 1,3, 7 and 9 and 1, 5,

21 and25 in the 3x3 and 5x5 arrays, respectively, should behave similarly Other symmetrical cases include

thegroups offires 2,4,6,8 in the3x3array andfires 2,4,6, 10, 16,20,22,24, fires 3,11,15, 23, fires 7,9, 17,

19, andfires 8, 12, 14, 18 in the 5x5 array. Also, the orientation andlocation ofeither testarray onthe floor
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ofthelaboratory should notberelevant. Unfortunately, such symmetries werenotexactly observed aswell as

could behoped forin all the tests, for a variety of reasons. For one, fire plumes are inherently veryunstable,
and aresensitive to local disturbances. Secondly, despite all careful precautions, theverysize ofthe laboratory
space andinfiltration from outside easily induced stray aircurrents thataffected theindividual fires differently.

Thirdly, the laboratory space didhave several large furnitures thatwereinthefurther-away vicinity from the
test array anduneven disturbances were also likely to occur from moving research personnel in that same

vicinity. Finally, it should benotedthatall thefuel pans ina given test could only beignited sequentially, thus
providing uneven ignition times for different fires inthe array. This last factor, however, was not considered
significant, since all fires inthe array wereignited within just seconds, which were veryshort compared to the
variability of the bum-out times at supposedly symmetrical fires. The maximum variability in the bum-out

times usually occurred at the comer fires and was found to be about 15% of the averaged value. This is
somewhat expected asthecomerfires aremostaffected bydisturbances inthelaboratory.

Similar to theburning of a single free-standing fire, any fire ina given array behaves similarly inthat it
achieves a steady burning soonafter ignition andin the last seconds before burning out, itsflame oscillation

frequency reduces andthenquickly extinguishes itselfout. However, it isnoted thattheflame heights of the

fires inthearray inthe steady burning period arealways largerthan thatofthereference single fire, evidently

due to theflame interaction notedpreviously. Theflame dynamics isalso quite different, andtheextent of this
difference depends strongly onthefuel-pan spacing D.For srnaIl D'slower than 0.4m,thefires ineither array
only retain their individual presence at veryclose to the panlevel, and the flames in the entire array startto

merge just above the pan andbum vigorously as a single fire. Consequently, the entire fire from the array

appears very much like an area fire. A further evidence isthat the flames on the array boundaries showa
strong leaning toward thecombined flame, undoubtedly because ofthestrong entrairnnent flow coming in

time=106 sec

Figure 2 Merged Flames forthe3x3 Array
atD=O.2m

Figure 3 Merged Flames forthe5x5 Array at

atD=O.2m
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from outside thearray, similar to whatis expected inanareafire. This result iscompatible with themerging
fire correlati.on discussed by Thomas et al. [2]. Theabove behaviors are clearly shown inFigures 2 and3 for
thetwoarrays with D=O.2. AsD increases to 0.4andbeyond, the:flames startto behave more andmorelike

individual fires with their own separate :flames, along with reduced leaning toward thearray center from the
boundary fires, even though they still maintain their dynamic vigor as compared to the reference fire,
indicating somewhat reduced flame interactions. These areshown inFigures 4 and 5 for thetwo arrays at
D=O.6 m The:flame interaction often causes s a swirling :flame, particularly inthe 5x 5 array., as shown in
Figure 6-(A) andtheburn-out time ofthepandecreases asshown inFigure 6-{B).

Figure4 Flamesforthe3x3 ArrayatD=O.6m

Figure 5 Flames forthe5x5 Array atD=O.6 m

Fromwhatcould be observed at D=1.5 m inbothcases, all :flames appear to bevery close to that of

thereference flame, even though some residual interactions canstill bediscerned from thebum-out data even

at this value ofthepanseparation, aswill beshown later intheanalysis ofthedata.
It also seems that the flame interactions due to the interacting radiation exchange, combustion, and

entrainment flows under dynamic conditions arevery complex andareseen to generate rather small scale air
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Figure 6 Swirling andBurning-out Flames forthe5 x 5 Array atD=O.5 m

circulations within the confines of the array, indicated by the frequent leaning of adjacent flames in quite

different directions, especiall:y forflames awayfrom theboundaries inthe5x5 array. Thepresence ofsuch

internal aircirculations isintriguing in the following sense. Ifindeed we do havesyrrunetries of the fires in

either of the two arrays as mentioned before, it wouldbe difficult to generate shear-flow fields,

which are responsible for the triggering of fire whirls. However, any deviation from such syrrunetry

conditions could conceivably induce a shear-flow field that may lead to fire whirls. 1£ furthermore, the

deviations are small, then the resulting fire whirls would also be expected to be few and short lasting.
Interestingly enough, this is exactly what was observed in the tests for both arrays. Fire whirls were

observed inthe3x3array testsonly onceforD=O.3 m at fire 5 before fires merged, twice forD=O.4 m also
at fire 5, onceforD=O.5 m also at fire 5, 7 times forD=O.6 m at fires 5 and6,4 times forD=O.7 m at fire 6,

and no moreappearance offirewhirl forD>O.7 m All observed whirls weresomewhat weak anddidnot

last long at all. For the 5x5array tests, whirls wereobserved at fire 13 forD=O.4 m several times, at fires 13

and 14forD=O.5 In, several times at fires 7 and8 forD=O.6 In, onceeach at fire 8 andfire 14forD=O.7 In,

and no more whirls for D>O.7m These observed whirls were also weak and short lasting. It is very

conceivable that the small scale air circulations within the arrays are responsible for thesewhirl occurrences,

and that the weak whirls are due to small deviations from the syrrunet:ry conditions. The small unsteady

internal aircirculations arelikely also responsible fortheshort duration ofthewhirls. It istherefore clear that

themaintenance of strong whirls mustdepend on thepresence ofmuch stronger shear-flow fields than those

available inthefree-standing fire arrays studied here.

Another important result of the present studyisthe recorded data on thebum-out times of individual

fires inthe testarrays. Asmentioned previously, these dataare directly related to theaverage burning rates

of n-heptane at the fire locations. Typical such datain seconds for thefire locations given in Figure 1 are

shown inTable 1forbotharrays, ascompared to the reference value of 1,500 seconds forthe single standing

fire. Thelackofgood syrrunetry at the fire locations where syrrunet:ry should prevail maybenotedandwas

discussed before. Theshortest bum-out times arelocated at the central fires, asexpected, since theyinteract
with mostneighboring fires at shortdistances. On the other hand, the higher bum-out timeoccurs at the
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Table 1 Typical Bum-Out DatainSeconds from Ignition (Reference 1500 Seconds)

3x3 Array at D=O.4 m 5x5 Array at D=O.6 m

1113
916

1112

940

820

982

1019

877

1021

1106

990

832

858

1191

980

831

755
744

895

946

871

584
695

908

1000
655

551

767
936

1127

1047

841
788

1007

array boundaries. Since the comer fires interact with the least neighboring fires at close proximities, they

command thehighest bum-out times among all theboundary fires. It isthus seenthat the extinction of fires

migrate from thecenter ofthearray towardtheboundaries, andthis scenario isalso compattble with whathas

been observed inlarge urban fires. For either array, as thepanspacing D increases froma small value, say0.1

m, theburn-out times, according to thepresent data, increases monotonically at anygiven fire location dueto

reduced interactions. It is thus expected that as D approaches infinity, all the bUI11-{)ut times will approach

1,500 seconds as a limit, where the interactions are reduced to zero. The following section presents an

empirical analysis of thebum-out time datato determine the relative extent of interactions at different pairs of

neighboring fires at various fuel-pan spacings.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF BURN-OUTTIME DATA

According to data typically shown inTable 1, it isinstructive to note that the values of bum-outtimes

inall cases areconsistently lowerthanthat fora single free-standing fire, indicating that each individual fire in

thearray hasa higher average burning ratedueto effects from theneighboring fires, or the interaction effects.

At the same time, the degree of such increased burning rate at each fire is seen to depend on the specific

location of that fire in the array. For instance, the average burning rateofa fire increases as the fire location

moves toward the array center. Physically it isnotdifficult to surmise that, inview of the consideration of the

interaction effects of radiation, which always improves theburning rate, and convection due to entrainment

flows, which may not necessarily increase the burning rate depending on the upstream temperatt.rre

conditions of the entrainment, the average burning rate or the bUI11-{)ut time at each fire depends on

interactions from eachneighboring fire. At the same time, radiation interaction isexpected to become more

important as we consider the inner fires as compared to thosearound the array boundaries. Based on these

interaction effects, it is possible to carry out an empirical analysis on the data obtained in the present study.

The ideahereisto attempt to determine the relative levels of such interaction forevery pairofinteracting fires.

This exercise is considered to be worthwhile as it is closely related to the physical phenomena found in

multiple fires inlarge urban-fire scenarios.

Because of the general complexity of the fire phenomena inthe array due to the unsteadiness inboth

the individual fires and the fires affected by others in the array, simplifying assumptions are needed so that

moreof the global features of the interacting fires canbe discerned. First of all, on a timeaveraged basis,

we would like to invoke all syrrunetries noted previously. In theanalysis, theburn-out timeof eachfire ina
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symmetry groupistakento be thesame, andwill assume theaverage ofthebum-out times ofall the fires in

thegroup. In addition, a dimensionless Interaction Index: I(m) isintroduced asfollows:

I (m) = 1- [ABOT(m)/ BOlR] (1)

where m signifies a given fire inthe array, ABOT(m) isthe average bum-out time offire m inthe symmetry

groupin seconds, and BOlR is the reference bum-out time of the reference fire, which is takento be 1500

seconds from ourtests. Thesignificance of this definition isthat this index: isa truemeasure ofthe interaction

effects received byfire m andhas a value between 0 and 1. Zerovalue signifies no interaction, and represents

the limit for large values of D, in which case each fire in the array behaves like a single free-standing fire

without the effect ofneighboring fires. A value of unity indicates maximum, where the fire is instantaneously

burned outafter ignition Now since theanalysis ofthe5x5 fire array issomewhat morecomplex: thanthat for

the3x3 array, theanalysis forthe3x3 array will bepresented first.

After averaging the bum-out times for fires ina given symmetry group, theInteraction Index: I(m) can

be readily calculated according to Equation (1). With reference to Figure 1(a)forthe3x3 array, thereareonly

three independent symmetry groups which canbe represented by the indices 1(1), (2) and1(5). It is obvious

that the central fire 5 is the only member of that group. Values of these Interaction Indices fordifferent fuel

pan spacings D, calculated directly from the experimental burn-out time data, aregiven inTable 2. It is seen

that the indices arequite consistent, andeachindex: decreases essentially monotonically to zeroasD increases

toward infinity. The essential step in this empirical analysis is to introduce a notion that each index: I(m) for

m=l, 2 and 5 can be broken down into parts which represent the contnbutions of the neighboring fires

toward that index:. Herewe define a dimensionless interaction link A(rn,n) for the interaction between the fire

m and the fire n, and since the interaction isalways mutual we expect that A(rn,n)=A(n,m). The physical

meaning of this interaction link is that it isa measure of that part of the interaction which iscontnbuted by a

specific pair offires, normalized bytheInteraction Index: I(n).

Table 2 Interaction Index: and Interaction link Results forthe3x3 FIre Array

D(m) 1(1) 1(2) 1(5) A(1,2) A(1,5) A(1,6) A(2,4) A(2,5)

0.1 0.750 0.806 0.827 0.187 0.208 0.084 0.132 0.264

0.2 0.636 0.740 0.789 0.204 0.162 0.091 0.116 0.266

OJ 0.400 0.507 0.622 0.104 0.098 0.047 0.074 0.205

0.4 0.289 OJ81 0.455 0.096 0.066 0.043 0.055 0.158

0.5 0.256 0.300 0.325 0.066 0.065 0.030 0.047 0.109

0.6 0.204 0.244 0.279 0.053 0.052 0.024 0.037 0.092

0.7 0.158 0.182 0.199 0.040 0.041 0.018 0.029 0.065

1.0 0.120 0.119 0.140 0.028 0.038 0.013 0.020 0.037

1.5 0.045 0.049 0.101 0.010 0.017 0.004 0.007 0.021

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Asa result, we may write, with reference to Figure 1-(a),

A(S,l) + 2A(6,1) + 2A(2,1) 1(1)

2A(1,2) + 2A(4,2) + A(S,2) + 2A(7,2) 1(2)

4A(1,5) + 4A(2,S) = 1(5)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where 2A(6,1) in Equation (2) is really the sum of A(6,1) and A(8,1), but A(6,1) = A(8,1) because of
symmetry. Similarly, it is noted that A(2,l) =A(4,1). Also, we have taken A(3,1) =A(9,1) =A(7,l)

=A(8,2) =A(7,3) =D, since forexample fire 1 cannot seefire 3 dueto radiation blockage byfire 2. This isof

course only anapproximation to thereal phenomena. Because ofsymmetry, theabove equations can nowbe
written respectively as

A(1,S) + 2A(1,6) + 2A(1,2)

2A(1,2) + A(2,5) + 2A(1,6)

4A(1,5) + 4A(2,5)

which canalso be written as

A(1 ,5)- A(2,4) = [ 1(1) - 1(2) Y2 + I(SYS

1(1)

= 1(2)

1(5)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

A(1,2) + A(1,6)+ A(2,4) 12 = [I(1)+I(2)Y4-I(5)116

A(2,5) - A(2,4) = [ 1(2) - 1(1) ] /2+ I(5)18

(9)

(10)

Here wehave five unknowns A(1,2), A(1,5), A(1,6), A(2,4), and A(2,5). Inorder to make estimates forall
these link quantities, we choose to introduce thefollowing two relations based ontheintuitive idea that the

strength ofthelink isinversely proportional to thedistance between thelinked fires:

A(1,2) I A(1,6) = 1/";-5 =0.236

[A(1,2) +A(1,6)] I A(2,4)= [ 1+ 11";-5] I [ 11";-2] = 2.0467

(11)

(12)

The five unknown interaction links can then be determined as shown in Table 2, along with the

interaction indices, as functions ofD. As expected, these interaction links decrease essentially monotonically
toward zero as D increases, as the interactions become increasingly weaker. Also, from these results, it isof

particular interest to notethat the strongest interaction is between fires 2 and S. This is not surprising, since

fire 5 isthestrongest among all thefires inthe array, as it receives themost interactions. Furthermore, inthe

order ofdecreasing linkstrengths, links between fires 1,2and 1,5 aresomewhat comparable, and these are
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thenfollowed by A(2,4) with the link A(1,6) the lowest. This is somewhat expected, since the distance

between fires 1and6 arethe largest among all thefire pairs. It isalso seen thatthe interactions are particularly

strong at small D values which correspond to those ofmerged fires. They decrease, as already pointed out, as

D increases, and at justD=1.5 Ill, thefires already behave almost like free-standing fires with extremely small

interactions among thefires inthearray.

A similar analysis has been carried out for the 5x5 array with the experimental data on the burn-out

times, and the averaged I(m) of the various syrrunetry groups at different inter-fuel pan distances D are

shown inTable 3. Because of the increased complexity andthe large number of interaction links, additional

simplifying assumptions need to beintroduced. First of all, any interaction link between pair of fires thathasa

distance between thetwo fires larger than D times -.r5 will be neglected, since theyareexpected to besmall.

Secondly, all internal links awayfrom any boundary with distances ofD andD times -.r2 will betreated the

same, respectively. For instance, A(7,8)=A(8,13) and A(7, 13)=A(8,12), and so on. Thirdly, we will again

takeadvantage of all the symmetries inthe array. Asa result, we may write, similar to thoseforthe3,0 array

case already presented,

2A(1,2) + A(1,7) + 2A(1,8) = 1(1) (13)

2A(1,2) + A(1,7)+ 3A(1,8) + A(2,6)+A(2,7)=I(2) (14)

2A(1,2) + 2A(1,7) + 4A(1,8) + A(2,7) = 1(3) (15)

3A(1,7) +4A(1,8)+ 2A(2,7) + 2A(7,8) + A(7,13) 1(7) (16)

2A(1,7) + 6A(1,8) + 2A(2,7) +3A(7,8) + 2A(7, 13) 1(8) (17)

8A(1,8) + 4A(7,8) + 4A(7,13) 1(13) (18)

Since we only have six equations for the seven unknowns, we will need an additional condition to

enable usto solve theabove algebraic equations. Onereasonable adhoccondition isto let A(1,7)=A(7, 13),

signifying that the boundaryeffects are of less importance inthe determination of the linkquantities. This
condition leads to thefollowing

A(1,8) = 0.5[ -1(1) + 1(3) - 0.51(7) + 0.25 1(13)] (19)

Based on this additional condition, all the seven link quantities canbedetermined and the results are

also shown in Table 3. It is interesting to notethatthis condition isalmost equivalent to letting A(1,8) be

zero, which is physically reasonable, as this link quantity involves the largest distance among all the fire pairs

included intheanalysis.
It is seen here that similar to the 3,0 array results, all I(m) and A(Ill,n) quantities, except thosewith

vet)' small and insignificant values, decrease monotonically as D increases, indicating that the interactions

between anypair of fires become weaker as the inter-fuel pandistance increases, as expected. Ingeneral

thevalues ofI(m) forthe 5x5array arelarger than those forthe smaller array, since herewe have many more
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Table 3 Interaction Index: andInteraction link Results forthe5,0 FIfe Array

D(m) I(1) I(2) I(3) I(7) I(8) I(13)

0.2 0.613 0.735 0.829 0.879 0.886 0.894

OJ 0.495 0.615 0.705 0.781 0.800 0.823

0.4 0.437 0.525 0.610 0.680 0.717 0.749

0.5 OJ52 0.413 0.480 0.545 0.583 0579

0.6 0.261 0.375 0.430 0.485 0.521 0.530

0.8 0.200 0.275 0.315 0.340 OJ57 0365

1.0 0.200 0.258 0.268 0.291 0300 0315

00 0 0 0 0 0 0

D(m) A(1,2) A(1,7) A(1,8) A(2,6) A(2,7) A(7,8) A(7,13)

0.2 0.198 0.217 0 0.123 0 0.007 0.217

OJ 0.142 0.187 0.013 OJ:!:)7 0 0 0.187

0.4 0.133 0.150 0.010 0.065 0.003 0.017 0.150

0.5 0.123 0.107 0 0.040 0.021 0038 0.107

0.6 0.079 0.W7 0.003 0.036 0.067 0 0.W7

0.8 0.065 0.074 0 0.032 0.045 0 0.074

1.0 0.064 0.070 0.001 0.010 0 0.008 0.070

fires that can interact witheach other. For the same reason, the link quantities are somewhat smaller, since

they deal with the contnbutions of only two individual fires. Another contnbuting factor is that the many

morefires in the array tend to act as barriers for the interaction phenomena. In the 3x3 array, the interaction

index: isthe highest at the center, andthis isthesame as thatinthe larger array. However, thefire 8 inthe 5,0

array is perhaps equally important, since it interacts with the boundary fires more, wherewe expect better

entrairnnent to promote the combustion process. The interaction links are the strongest at small D values,

with the strongest occurring between fires 1 and7, andalso between fires 7 and 13, which arethenfollowed

byfires 1 and2. However, the link A(1,2) tends to become moreprominent inthemiddle range ofD values,

which is the essential behavior for the 3x3 array. Consequently, it seems that as the array becomes larger

(more fires), thecross interaction links become moreimportant. Thereason could be that the interference due

to morefires inthearray tendto favor thecross fires because ofthefreer entrairunent flows.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present study, testshave been carried out to experimentally observe the group fire dynamics of

3x3 and 5,0 square equi-distant fire arrays at various fuel-pan spacings, and an empirical analysis has been
madeto identify andestimate the relative interactions among fire pairs inthearray. Thefollowing conclusions

canbe drawn:
1. In either array, the interactions among fires for pan spacing less than 0.4 m are sufficiently strong to
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merge the individual flames intoa single areafire witha single plume andverystrong entrainment in-flows at

the boundaries have been observed. As the pan spacing increases, interactions reduce accordingly, and the

flames begin to behave like individual free-standing fires. In either array, interactions seem to be almost

insignificant when thefuel-pan spacing isonly atD= 1.5 m,andwill tendto zeroasymptotically asD increases

without limit. Such behaviors are comparible with the idea that interactions are caused by interplay of

radiation exchange, entrainment flows, andcombustion

2. In either array, only weakfire whirls lasting only momentarily between D= 0.4 m and 0.7 m have been

observed. It islikely that such weakwhirls are caused byweak shear-flow fields generated by dynamic flame

movements ofthe fires inthearray, andwould notbeexpected to have material effects on flame interactions.

3. In greatmajority of cases, the central fire burns out first and is thenfollowed by outer fires. The comer

fires usually bumout last. This scenario iscompatible with whatisgenerally knownfor isolated areas in large

urban fires. Theoretically, some fires, because of symmetry, should behave similarly . This, however, has not

been found to be the case because of unavoidable non-symmetrical disturbances in the laboratory.

Fortunately, thedeviations have notbeen found to be excessive to nullity all thetest results.

4. Empirical analyses based on dimensionless Interaction Indices andinteraction links havebeen carried out

to estimate the relative interaction levels among fire pairs in thearray. Ithas been found that for the 3x3 array

the strongest interaction occurs between the comer fire and the fire just next to it along the boundary,

followed bythe interaction between thecentral fire on theboundary andthefire next to it on the interior side.

Interestingly, the interaction between the comer fire and the adjacent fire along a diagonal becomes more

significant inthe 5,0 array. This difference isattributed to thelarger flow resistance inthe 5,0 array case.

Further insight to the dynamic behavior of fires in the square equi-distant array is not possible until

detailed measurements on theradiation exchange andentrainment flows aremade. Simulations using field

models similar to thoseon enclosed fire whirls carried out bythepresent authors [4] will also be useful to the

advancement ofour understanding ofthephenomena asrelated to large urban fires.
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